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Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to present a fast matrix multiplication algorithm taken from
the paper of Laderman et al. (Linear Algebra Appl. 162–164 (1992) 557) in a re-ned compact
“analytical” form and to demonstrate that it can be implemented as quite e1cient computer code.
Our improved presentation enables us to simplify substantially the analysis of the computational
complexity and numerical stability of the algorithm as well as its computer implementation.
The algorithm multiplies two N × N matrices using O(N 2:7760) arithmetic operations. In the
case where N = 18 · 48k , for a positive integer k, the total number of 6ops required by the
algorithm is 4:894N 2:7760 − 16:165N 2, which may be compared to a similar estimate for the
Winograd algorithm, 3:732N 2:8074 − 5N 2 6ops, N = 8 · 2k , the latter being current record bound
among all known practical algorithms. Moreover, we present a pseudo-code of the algorithm
which demonstrates its very moderate working memory requirements, much smaller than that
of the best available implementations of Strassen and Winograd algorithms. For matrices of
medium-large size (say, 20006N ¡ 10; 000) we consider one-level algorithms and compare
them with the (multilevel) Strassen and Winograd algorithms. The results of numerical tests
clearly indicate that our accelerated matrix multiplication routines implementing two or three
disjoint product-based algorithm are comparable in computational time with an implementation
of Winograd algorithm and clearly outperform it with respect to working space and (especially)
numerical stability. The tests were performed for the matrices of the order of up to 7000, both
in double and single precision.
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1. Introduction
Matrix multiplication is one of the most basic computational tasks arising in nu-
merical computing. Software implementing this operation (among other basic linear
algebra modules) is always included into general-purpose scienti-c packages, or in-
voked by them, see, e.g., [10,13]. The most widely known is the LAPACK library,
which includes, e.g., such routines as DGEMM and SGEMM (multiplication of general
rectangular matrices in double and single precision, respectively).
Matrix multiplication is also a basic operation for many important non-numerical
computational problems such as:
• transitive closure and all-pair-shortest-distance problems in graphs [1,29];
• parsing algorithms for context-free grammars (as is known, context-free language
recognition over an input sequence of length n can be reduced to multiplication of
n× n matrices) [15,27];
• pattern recognition tasks (classi-cation and -nding similar objects), arising, e.g., in
factor analysis of texts or in image retrieval, see [8] and references therein;
• computational molecular biology (processing gene expression pro-les, which is re-
duced to the problem of identi-cation of Boolean networks) [2,5].
In some of the above problems, the matrices are Boolean rather than -lled with 6oating-
point numbers; however, most of the results on fast matrix multiplication still hold true.
Moreover, the numerical stability problem disappears in Boolean settings.
As a part of intensive development of software for fundamental computational kernels
during the last three decades, a considerable eLort was directed towards e1cient imple-
mentation of fast matrix multiplication (MM) algorithms [3,7,12,17,23,26]. However,
only Strassen algorithm (1969) [25] and rather similar Winograd algorithm (1974),
see, e.g., [6,14], have been implemented. The latter is often referred to as Strassen-
Winograd’s, and hereafter we use the abbreviation SW. The main de-ciencies of the
SW based implementations are:
• the much larger worst-case upper bound for the 6oating-point error as compared to
that of the classical O(n3) procedure (hence, the Strassen-type algorithms cannot be
safely used in single precision 6oating-point computations) cf. [6,7,12,14];
• the need for a rather large volume of work memory;
• the discrepancy between the algorithmic tunings providing the minimization of the
total operation count and the tunings aimed at the maximization of M6ops perfor-
mance on modern RISC computers, see, e.g., [24];
• algorithmic complications arising for inputs being rectangular matrices of arbitrary
sizes.
Some problems also arise with e1cient parallel implementation, but these issues are
not treated here.
However, there exist other class of practical matrix multiplication algorithms which
are clearly better than the SW ones with respect to the numerical stability and workspace
consumption, and are competitive with respect to operation count and running time
for realistic matrix sizes. The basis for the construction of such algorithms was set
in [19,20,21], where the so-called aggregation-cancellation techniques were proposed
for calculating two or three disjoint matrix products. Later on, in [18] a great practical
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potential hidden in such designs was revealed, in particular the gain in 6oating-point
accuracy, but also their rather regular structure and very moderate working memory
requirements, typically smaller than that of the available SW implementations.
Our re-ned algorithm multiplies two N ×N matrices by using O(N 2:7760) 6ops (6oat-
ing point arithmetic operations). In the case where N =18 · 48k , for a positive integer
k, the total number of 6ops required by the algorithm is 4:894N 2:7760 − 16:165N 2
which may be related to the estimate TSW =3:732N 2:8074 − 5N 2 6ops, N =8 · 2k , for
the SW algorithm. The latter was a current record bound among all known practi-
cal algorithms. (We do not count the theoretically fast algorithms [9,16] that support
even much smaller exponents (2:375 : : : for square matrix multiplications) but are not
competitive even with classical algorithm unless N is immensely large.)
Our numerical tests indicate that the fast matrix multiplication routine implementing
our algorithm based on two and three disjoint products is comparable to an implemen-
tation of the SW algorithm with respect to time, but takes considerably less working
storage and possesses much better numerical stability (almost as good as for some
implementations of the standard MM algorithm). The tests were performed for the
matrices of the order of up to 7000, both in double and single precision.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we restate and re-ne some results
from [18]; one of the main results is the n× 2n by 2n× n MM algorithm requiring
n3 + 3n2 − n bilinear multiplications. This also serves as an elementary introduction
into our subject. In Section 3 we present a re-ned compact version of the fast Disjoint
Triple MM algorithm taken from [19] as well as the related n× 3n by 3n× n matrix
multiplication algorithm using n3+12n2+24n bilinear multiplications derived similarly
to [18]. We give there pseudo-codes for the key algorithms, as well as the analysis
of the computational complexity and discussion on numerical stability and computer
implementation of the algorithm. In Section 4, we outline one-level procedures derived
from the above rectangular MM algorithms, in particular, their adjustment to odd-sized
and rectangular inputs. In Section 5, the results of numerical tests are given. Finally
concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Two disjoint product based algorithms
Let us devise fast MM algorithms [18,22] by relying on aggregation technique,
speci-cally, on the so-called 2-procedure; hereafter we refer to them as PK2-algorithms.
2.1. A recursive procedure for two disjoint MM
To compute two generally disjoint matrix products
Z = XY; W = UV;
where all U; V;W; X; Y; Z are n× n block matrices with the blocks properly dimensioned,
consider n3 aggregates
mijk = (xik + ukj)(ykj + vji):
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Summation over k or over j gives us zij or wki, respectively, up to some additive
correction terms which involve only 3n2 multiplications:
zij = −cj − (xi + uj)vji +
n∑
k=1
mijk ; wki = −rk − xik(yk + vi) +
n∑
j=1
mijk ;
where
cj =
n∑
k=1
ukjykj; rk =
n∑
j=1
ukjykj;
xi =
n∑
k=1
xik ; uj =
n∑
k=1
ukj; yk =
n∑
j=1
ykj; vi =
n∑
j=1
vji:
Hence, the number of multiplications is only
(n) = n3 + 3n2
(compared to 2n3 for the double application of the standard algorithm).
The number of additions and subtractions must be accounted separately for each
typical size of matrix blocks involved. In what follows, the three matrix pairs {X;U},
{Y; V}, and {Z;W} are composed of l× l=t, l=t× l, and l× l blocks, respectively,
where t=2 for 2-procedure (Section 2) and t=3 for 3-procedure (Section 3). One
can see that the number of additions and subtractions is
1(n) = 2n3 + 6n2 − 4n
for the input-type blocks (i.e., related to the input matrices X; Y; U; V ), and
2(n) = 2n3 + 4n2 − 2n
for the output-type blocks (i.e., related to the output matrices Z;W ).
Since the number n3+3n2 is always even, a recursive algorithm groups smaller MM
problems into pairs, and for each pair, the same procedure applies. For N = nkl with
some l -xed, one has
b(N ) =
(n)
2
b(N=n) = · · · =
(
n3 + 3n2
2
)k
b(l);
where b(N ) is the number of multiplications for two N ×N disjoint matrix products.
Thus, the total number of operations can be estimated as O(N!(n)), where
!(n) = log
(
n3 + 3n2
2
)/
log n;
in particular, !(13)= 2 + log13 8¡2:81071. This exponent ! slightly exceeds !=
log2 7¡2:80736 in the Strassen-type algorithms, but the fast MM algorithm above is
much more appealing from the practical viewpoint, especially for 6oating-point calcu-
lations, cf. [18].
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2.2. The algorithm for n× 2n by 2n× n product
For computation of a single matrix product, one can save more operations. Consider
the product H of n× 2n block matrix F by 2n× n block matrix G:
H = FG:
The standard algorithm “by de-nition” hij =
∑
k fikgkj uses 2n
3 block multiplications
and 2n3 − n2 (output-type) block additions.
The original problem is reduced to two disjoint products by the column splitting of
F and row splitting of G into two equal blocks each, that is,
F = [X U ]; G =
[
Y
V
]
;
where X;U and Y; V have the block sizes n× n. Equations
Z = XY; W = UV; H = Z +W;
reduce the problem to a pair of disjoint matrix multiplications and an n× n matrix
addition. Analysis of the expression for zii +wii shows, however, that we may remove
the aggregates miii from the summation by spreading their terms among the diagonal
corrections for hii.
Indeed, for i = j one can directly use the formulas of the preceding subsection,
hij = zij + wij = −cj − ri − (xi + uj)vij − xij(yi + vj) +
n∑
k=1
(mijk + mjki);
while for i= j one readily obtains
hii =−ci − ri − (xi + ui)vii − xii(yi + vi) + 2miii +
∑
k =i
(miik + miki)
=−c′i − r′i − (x′i + u′i − uii)vii − xii(y′i − yii + v′i) +
∑
k =i
(miik + miki);
where
ci = c′i + uiiyii; ri = r
′
i + uiiyii;
xi = x′i + xii; ui = u
′
i + uii; yi = y
′
i + yii; vi = v
′
i + vii:
Introducing the notations
Fi;j = xij; Fi;n+j = uij; Gi;j = yij; Gn+i;j = vij;
for the entries of the input matrices and
F0i = −x′i − u′i + uii; G0i = −y′i + yii − v′i ; F1i = −xi; F2i = −ui;
G1i = −yi; G2i = −vi; H1i = −ci; H2i = −ri;
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for temporary variables, one can obtain the following pseudo-code for the algorithm
(the latter eight equalities are valid at the Step 4 below):
Step 1: F1i =0, F2i =0, G1i =0, G2i =0, H1i =0, H2i =0, i=1; : : : n;
Step 2:
do i=1; n
do j=1; n
P :=Fi; n+j · Gi; j
if (i= j) then
Hi; i :=P
else
H1j :=H1j − P
H2i :=H2i − P
F1i :=F1i − Fi; j
F2j :=F2j − Fi; n+j
G1i :=G1i − Gi; j
G2j :=G2j − Gn+i; j
end if
end do
end do
Step 3:
do i=1; n
F0i :=F1i + F2i + Fi; n+i
F1i :=F1i − Fi; i
F2j :=F2j − Fi; n+i
G0i :=G1i + G2i + Gi; i
G1i :=G1i − Gi; i
G2j :=G2j − Fn+i; i
P :=Hi; i
Hi; i =H1i + H2i
H1j :=H1j − P
H2i :=H2i − P
end do
Step 4:
do i=1; n
do j=1; n
if (i= j) then
Hi; i :=Hi; i + F0i · Gn+i; i + Fi; i · G0i
else
S1 :=F1i + F2j
S2 :=G1i + G2j
Hi; i :=H1j + H2i + S1 · Gn+j; i + Fj; i · S2
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end if
end do
end do
Step 5:
do i=1; n
do j=1; n
do k =1; n
if (|i − j|+ |j − k| =0) then
S1 :=Fi; k + Fk; n+j
S2 :=Gk; j + Gn+j; i
P := S1 · S2
Hi; j :=Hi; j + P
Hk; i :=Hk; i + P
end if
end do
end do
end do
Here P; S1; S2 are temporary variables and the symbol “ := ” denotes in-place updating.
The symbols F0i ; Hi; j ; : : : indicate some storage areas rather than algebraic terms. The
working memory is exactly de-ned by the matrix blocks F0i ; F1i ; F2i ; G0i ; G1i ; G2i ;
H1i ; H2i, i=1; : : : ; n. For n of the order of tens, this typically comprises only a small
fraction of the total volume of the input and output data.
The operations count for the above algorithm is as follows. The number of multi-
plications is
˜(n) = n3 + 3n2 − n
(n2 at Step 2; 2n2 at Step 4; n3− n at Step 5), and the number of block additions and
subtractions is
˜1(n) = 2n3 + 6n2 − 4n
for the input-type blocks (4(n2 − 2n) at Steps 1–2; 8n at Step 3; 2(n2 − n) at Step 4;
2(n3 − n) at Step 5), and
˜2(n) = 2n3 + 5n2 − 4n
(2(n2 − 2n) at Steps 1–2; 3n at Step 3; 2n+ 3(n2 − n) at Step 4; 2(n3 − n) at Step 5)
for the output-type blocks. Here we assumed a non-trivial initialization of F1; : : : ; H2
(diLerent from zeroing at Step 1 above), which allows us to eliminate 6n -ctitious
subtractions from zero at Step 2.
A similar algorithm with a larger number of multiplications n3 + 3n2 was described
in [18].
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2.3. The recursive algorithm for square matrices
Multiplying a pair of N ×N matrices F and G with numerical entries, assume,
for simplicity, that N = nkl, where n and l are even, and k¿1, so M =N=n is also
even. Represent F as an n× 2n block matrix with N=n×N=(2n) blocks, G as an 2n× n
block matrix with N=(2n)×N=n blocks, and H as an n× n block matrix with N=n×N=n
blocks.
Then the algorithm of the preceding subsection can be readily applied using
TPK2(N ) = ˜1(n)
N 2
2n2
+ ˜2(n)
N 2
n2
+
˜(n)
2
T2(N=n);
arithmetic operations, where T2(M) operations are required for the computation of a
pair of M ×M=2 by M=2×M matrix products. The latter problem can be solved either
by a standard algorithm (T2(M)= 2M 3 − 2M 2), which gives rise to the so-called one-
level algorithm [18], or by the application of the (generally, recursive) algorithm of
Section 2.1.
The one-level algorithm is hereafter referred to as PK21. For this algorithm, one
readily obtain that
TPK21(N ) =
(
1 +
3
n
− 1
n2
)
N 3 +
(
2n+ 5− 5
n
)
N 2;
which has minimum near n=O(N 1=2). However, the actual constant within this “O”
should be adjusted when running the corresponding PK21 code on a speci-c computer
(see Section 5).
If one decides to use recursive calls, Step 5 in the above pseudo-code should be
unrolled twice:
do i=1; n=2
do j=1; n
do k =1; n
if (|i − j|+ |j − k| =0) then
S1 :=Fi; k + Fk; n+j
S2 :=Gk; j + Gn+j; i
T1 :=Fn+1−i; n+1−k + Fn+1−k;2n+1−j
T2 :=Gn+1−k; n+1−j + G2n+1−j; n+1−i
P := S1 · S2, Q :=T1 · T2
Hi; j :=Hi; j + P
Hk; i :=Hk; i + P
Hn+1−i; n+1−j :=Hn+1−i; n+1−j + Q
Hn+1−k; n+1−i :=Hn+1−k; n+1−i + Q
end if
end do
end do
end do
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For the recursive algorithm we have
T2(M) = 1(n)
M 2
2n2
+ 2(n)
M 2
n2
+
(n)
2
T2(M=n);
where M = nk−1l and T2(l)= 2l3−2l2. We need the following simple technical result,
cf. [1].
Lemma (FMM recursion). Let T (l) be given, M = nml, and
T (M) = *T (M=n) + +n−2M 2
for some constants *¿n2 and +. Then
T (M) = (T (l) + -l2)*m − -M 2;
where -= +=(* − n2).
Corollary. Under the assumptions of the FMM Recursion Lemma, it holds
T (M) = (T (l)l−! + -l2−!)M! − -M 2;
where
! =
log *
log n
:
In our case,
* =
(n)
2
= (n3 + 3n2)=2; + =
1(n)
2
+ 2(n) = 3n3 + 7n2 − 4n;
and, consequently,
! =
log((n3 + 3n2)=2)
log n
; - =
6n2 + 14n− 8
n2 + n
:
Applying the lemma and using M =N=n, m= k − 1, T2(l)= 2l3 − 2l2, we obtain
T2(N=n) =
(
2l3 +
4n2 + 12n− 8
n2 + n
l2
)(
n3 + 3n2
2
)k−1
− 6n
2 + 14n− 8
n2 + n
(N=n)2:
Insert this into the formula for TPK2, use ((n3 + 3n2)=2)k =(N=l)!, and after some
simpli-cations, obtain
TPK2(N ) =
n2 +3n− 1
n2 +3n
(
2l3−!+4
n2 + 3n− 2
n2 + n
l2−!
)
N!− 5n
3 + 12n2 − 13n+ 4
n3 + n2
N 2:
For n=12 we obtain !6 2:81086 and
TPK2(N ) = 179180 (2l
3−! + 17839 l
2−!)N! − 1277234 N 2:
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Table 1
PK2 exponents !(n)
n
n3 + 3n2
2
log
n3 + 3n2
2
= log n
8 352 2.819810
10 650 2.812913
12 1080 2.810856
14 1666 2.810920
16 2432 2.811981
18 3402 2.813520
20 4600 2.815275
22 6050 2.817112
24 7776 2.818957
26 9802 2.820770
Table 1 shows !(n) for the nearby even n. (Although the smallest value is !(13),
odd n’s are less convenient for coding.) Finally, choosing l=10, so N =10 · 12k , we
obtain
TPK2(N )6 3:776N 2:81086 − 5:457N 2:
This estimate should be compared with similar bounds TS(N )= 3:895N 2:80736 − 6N 2,
N =10·2k , for the Strassen algorithm [25] and TSW(N )= 3:732N 2:80736−5N 2, N =8·2k ,
for a similar algorithm by Winograd. Thus, the PK2 algorithm can be quite competitive
with Strassen type algorithms for not very large matrices.
Remark 1. Since all the above functions TPK2(N ), TS(N ), and TSW(N ) are de-ned
for the values of N belonging to special subsets of integers (which never intersect),
the above formulas cannot be used for extracting the “best” algorithm unless N is
very large. For concrete values of N one should -rst specify the rule by which these
algorithms are generalized for an arbitrary N . In particular, one can use padding by
zeroes (i.e., in6ating the matrix dimension to a closest regular value) or peeling (i.e.,
two by two block splitting with regularly sized leading block of maximum possible
dimension) in their static or dynamic versions. Also, for the PK2 method one can use
n =12, diLerent for each recursion level. After all, the concrete software design and
hardware features can aLect the performance much more essentially than certain less
than 10 per cent operation count variations.
For certain regular (but “non-optimal”) matrix sizes N and cut-oL parameters l, one
can -nd the values of TSW(N ) and TPK21(N ), e.g., in Table 5, see Section 5.
Remark 2. In [18], a somewhat underestimated operation count was mistakenly given
for a similar matrix multiplication algorithm.
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3. Three disjoint product based algorithms
Our next construction of fast MM algorithms relies on aggregation=cancellation tech-
niques and on two-level block matrix structure; the aggregates involve quadruple rather
than double indexing of matrix entries. This enables us to develop the so-called 3-
Procedure (for computing Three Disjoint MMs), and we refer to the resulting methods
for single matrix product as the “PK3 algorithms”.
In our exposition, we follow the notations of [11, Section 5]. Our basic problem is
the calculation of three disjoint n× n matrix products
C0 = A0B0; W 0 = U 0V 0; Z0 = X 0Y 0; (1)
and, for simplicity, we let n be even,
n = 2m− 2: (2)
We -rst describe preprocessing of the input matrices similar to that in [19].
3.1. Reduction to the case of zero row and column sums
We assume, for simplicity, that the entries of A0; B0; U 0; V 0; X 0; Y 0 are real numbers.
(In general, these matrices can be composed of rectangular submatrices, and then our
formulae (3)–(8) would still apply.) Write
A0 =
[
A011 A
0
12
A021 A
0
22
]
; B0 =
[
B011 B
0
12
B021 B
0
22
]
;
and similarly for U 0; V 0; X 0; Y 0, where each of the four submatrices has the size
(m− 1)× (m− 1), cf. (2).
Let I be the (m− 1)× (m− 1) identity matrix and let
uT0 = [1 : : : 1] and u
T = [uT0 1]
denote the (m − 1)- and m-vectors composed of all ones, respectively. De-ne the
matrices
L =
[
I
−uT0
]
; R =
[
I − 1
m
u0uT0 −
1
m
u0
]
of sizes m× (m− 1) and (m− 1)×m, respectively. Noting that
uTL = 0; Ru = 0; RL = I;
consider the transformations
A11 = LA011R; B11 = LB
0
11L
T
of the blocks A011 and B
0
11. Then clearly,
uTA11 = 0; A11u = 0;
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uTB11 = 0; B11u = 0;
A11B11 = (LA011R)(LB
0
11L
T) = L(A011B
0
11)L
T =
[
A011B
0
11 ∗
∗ ∗
]
:
Now, replace each of the four (m − 1)× (m − 1) blocks A0ij in A0 and B0ij in B0 by
the transformed m×m blocks Aij and Bij with zero row and column sums and arrive
at the matrices
A =
[
L 0
0 L
]
A0
[
R 0
0 R
]
=
[
LA011R LA
0
12R
LA021R LA
0
22R
]
;
B =
[
L 0
0 L
]
B0
[
LT 0
0 LT
]
=
[
LB011L
T LB012L
T
LB021L
T LB022L
T
]
:
The product
A0B0 = C0 =
[
C011 C
0
12
C021 C
0
22
]
is recovered from the (m − 1)× (m − 1) leading submatrices of the m×m blocks
C11; C12; C21; C22 in the product
C = AB =
[
L 0
0 L
]
A0B0
[
LT 0
0 LT
]
=


C011 ∗ C012 ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
C021 ∗ C022 ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

 :
To conclude this section, let us specify the transformation H =LGR of an (m − 1)×
(m− 1)-submatrix G of a left multiplier (e.g., G=A011 into H =A11):
Him = − 1m
m−1∑
j=1
Gij; i = 1; : : : ; m− 1; (3)
Hij = Gij + Him; i = 1; : : : ; m− 1; j = 1; : : : ; m− 1; (4)
Hmj = −
m−1∑
i=1
Hij; j = 1; : : : ; m− 1: (5)
For the right multipliers, the transformation of an (m−1)× (m−1)-submatrix G (e.g.,
G=B011 into H =B11) given by H =LGL
T is even simpler:
Him = −
m−1∑
j=1
Gij; i = 1; : : : ; m− 1; (6)
Hij = Gij; i = 1; : : : ; m− 1; j = 1; : : : ; m− 1; (7)
Hmj = −
m−1∑
i=1
Hij; j = 1; : : : ; m− 1: (8)
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Due to (5) and (8), we avoid computing the matrices Apm+m;qm+m; Bpm+m;qm+m, : : : ;
Ypm+m;qm+m; p=0; 1; q=0; 1, which are not used in our algorithm (as one can see in
the next section).
Remark 3. The above preprocessing algorithm is diLerent from that in Section 5
of [19], where the same transformation is made for both left and right multipli-
cands (e.g., for A0 and B0, respectively), followed by a post-processing stage. In our
case, there is no numerical post-processing, and the operation count corresponding to
(3)–(8) is, therefore, only about 5=8 times that involved in the preprocessing in [19].
To obtain our next algorithm for three disjoint matrix products, we removed some
redundant operations in the algorithm in Section 5 of [19], change some signs in the
aggregates, and reordered rows and columns in the transformed matrices A; B; U; V; X; Y .
3.2. A compact form of the aggregation-cancellation algorithm
Suppose all six input matrices A0; B0; U 0; V 0; X 0; Y 0 are preprocessed as in the pre-
ceding subsection. Then the following three disjoint products,
C = AB; W = UV; Z = XY;
are actually computed, where each matrix has size (n + 2)× (n + 2) for n + 2=2m.
For the transformed matrices we have the following “zero-sum” relationships:
m∑
i=1
Apm+i;qm+j = 0; 16 j 6 m;
m∑
j=1
Apm+i;qm+j = 0; 16 i 6 m; p = 0; 1; q = 0; 1;
m∑
j=1
Bqm+j;rm+k = 0; 16 k 6 m;
m∑
k=1
Bqm+j;rm+k = 0; 16 j 6 m; q = 0; 1; r = 0; 1;
m∑
j=1
Urm+j;pm+k = 0; 16 k 6 m;
m∑
k=1
Urm+j;pm+k = 0; 16 j 6 m; r = 0; 1; p = 0; 1;
m∑
k=1
Vpm+k;qm+i = 0; 16 i 6 m;
m∑
i=1
Vpm+k;qm+i = 0; 16 k 6 m; p = 0; 1; q = 0; 1;
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m∑
k=1
Xqm+k;rm+i = 0; 16 i 6 m;
m∑
i=1
Xqm+k;rm+i = 0; 16 k 6 m; q = 0; 1; r = 0; 1;
m∑
i=1
Yrm+i;pm+j = 0; 16 j 6 m;
m∑
j=1
Yrm+i;pm+j = 0; 16 i 6 m; r = 0; 1; p = 0; 1:
To devise our algorithm, consider the 8m3 = (n+2)3 products (the so-called aggregates,
cf. [19])
Mpqrijk = ((−1)rApm+i;qm+j + (−1)qUrm+j;pm+k + (−1)pXqm+k;rm+i)
×(Bqm+j;rm+k + Vpm+k;qm+i + Yrm+i;pm+j);
16 i 6 m; 16 j 6 m; 16 k 6 m; p = 0; 1; q = 0; 1; r = 0; 1: (9)
Each of these products equals the sum of the following nine terms:
Mpqrijk = (−1)rApm+i;qm+jBqm+j;rm+k + (−1)rApm+i;qm+jVpm+k;qm+i
+(−1)rApm+i;qm+jYrm+i;pm+j + (−1)qUrm+j;pm+kBqm+j;rm+k
+(−1)qUrm+j;pm+kVpm+k;qm+i + (−1)qUrm+j;pm+kYrm+i;pm+j
+(−1)pXqm+k;rm+iBqm+j;rm+k + (−1)pXqm+k;rm+iVpm+k;qm+i
+(−1)pXqm+k;rm+iYrm+i;pm+j:
Sum these quantities over q; j, over p; k, and over r; i, note that the sums of the type∑
q; j (−1)qUrm+j;pm+kYrm+i; pm+j,
∑
p; k(−1)pXqm+k; rm+iBqm+j; rm+k ;
∑
r; i(−1)rApm+i; qm+j
Vpm+k; qm+i are equal to zero (due to the so called cancellation eLect, cf. [19]), and take
into account the zero sum properties of the input matrices. This produces the following
expressions for (AB)pm+i; rm+k , (UV )rm+j; qm+i, and (XY )qm+k;pm+j, respectively, which
de-ne the desired algorithm:
(AB)pm+i;rm+k = (−1)r
∑
q;j
Mpqrijk − (−1)p+rm
∑
q
Xqm+k;rm+iVpm+k;qm+i
− ∑
q;j
Apm+i;qm+jYrm+i;pm+j −
∑
q;j
(−1)q+rUrm+j;pm+kBqm+j;rm+k ;
16 i 6 m− 1; 16 k 6 m− 1; p = 0; 1; r = 0; 1; (10)
(UV )rm+j;qm+i = (−1)q
∑
p;k
Mpqrijk − (−1)r+qm
∑
p
Apm+i;qm+jYrm+i;pm+j
− ∑
p;k
Urm+j;pm+kBqm+j;rm+k −
∑
p;k
(−1)p+qXqm+k;rm+iVpm+k;qm+i ;
16 j 6 m− 1; 16 i 6 m− 1; r = 0; 1; q = 0; 1; (11)
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(XY )qm+k;pm+j = (−1)p
∑
r;i
Mpqrijk − (−1)q+pm
∑
r
Urm+j;pm+kBqm+j;rm+k
− ∑
r;i
Xqm+k;rm+iVpm+k;qm+i −
∑
r;i
(−1)r+pApm+i;qm+jYrm+i;pm+j;
16 k 6 m− 1; 16 j 6 m− 1; q = 0; 1; p = 0; 1: (12)
In the next section, we estimate arithmetic complexity of this algorithm.
Remark 4. The above algorithm can be easily generalized to the case where the sizes
of the input matrices are n1× n2, n2× n3, n2× n3, n3× n1, n3× n1, and n1× n2 for
A0; B0; U 0; V 0; X 0, and Y 0, respectively, as in [19].
Remark 5. For each -xed triple i; j; k; the eight products (9) obtained with diLerent
p; q; r correspond exactly to the eight products P1; : : : ; P8 introduced in [11, p. 572]
as follows: P1 =M 000; P2 =M 010; P3 =M 100; P4 =M 001; P5 = −M 111; P6 = −M 101; P7 =
−M 011; P8 = −M 110.
3.3. Asymptotics for bilinear multiplicative cost
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
• Split the matrices properly and apply transformation (3)–(8) to each of the 24 blocks
A011; : : : ; Y
0
22; then perform all the matrix additions involved in (9).
• Perform the (bilinear) matrix multiplications involved in (9)–(12) (in general, either
a recursive call, or the trivial algorithm, or another algorithm can be applied here).
• Perform all additions involved in (10)–(12) (as follows from Section 3.1, for the
resulting products C, W , and Z , the bordering rows and columns introduced at the
preprocessing stage need not be calculated).
This rather rough sketch makes it possible to estimate the number of bilinear multipli-
cations involved. To estimate the number of linear operations (additions, subtractions,
and multiplications by scalars) and the working memory usage, we have to reorder the
computations properly, see Sections 3.4–3.6.
Note that for all p; q; r there is no actual need to calculate the products Mpqrimm , M
pqr
mim ,
Mpqrmmi , i=1; : : : ; m, and Apm+m;qm+mYrm+m;pm+m, Urm+m;pm+mBqm+m; rm+m, Xqm+m; rm+m
Vpm+m;qm+m, since these quantities are never used in (10)–(12). The remaining prod-
ucts Mpqrijk and the correction terms of the type Apm+i; qm+jYrm+i; pm+j are computed by
using 8(m3−3m+2) and 24(m2−1) multiplications, respectively. Add these quantities
and recall 2m= n+2 to yield the following expression for the total number of bilinear
multiplications:
(n) = 8m3 + 24m2 − 24m− 8 = n3 + 12n2 + 24n:
This number is divisible by 3 whenever
n = 6k; k = 1; 2; : : :
(recall that we already assumed that n is even). Hence, the MMs of smaller size in
this construction can be regrouped again in triples. Assuming that N = nkl, k¿1, l¿1,
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one readily obtains the following recurrence relation:
b(N ) =
(n)
3
b
(
N
n
)
=
(
n3
3
+ 4n2 + 8n
)
b
(
N
n
)
= · · ·
=
(
n3
3
+ 4n2 + 8n
)k
b(l);
where b(N ) is the number of bilinear multiplications in the resulting recursive algorithm
for three disjoint products of N ×N matrices. For n=48, -xed l, and k → ∞, we
obtain an algorithm with asymptotic complexity
T (N ) = O(N 2:7760):
In general, the “base n” algorithm has the asymptotic complexity O(N!(n)), where
!(n)= logn((n)=3) (cf. Section 2.1); some exponents !(n) are shown in Table 2.
The above asymptotics hold for all N since the limitation N = nkl can be relaxed us-
ing simple bordering of the original matrices by zeroes (also called static padding) [25].
Such techniques may also be of practical use, see Section 4.2, where the case of rect-
angular matrices is considered.
3.4. Implementation details for 3-procedure
Next, we study the computational scheme for Three Disjoint MMs in some detail to
estimate the number of linear operations involved and the working memory used.
Table 2
PK3 exponents !(n)
n
n3 + 12n2 + 24n
3
log
n3 + 12n2 + 24n
3
= log n
12 1248 2.869040
18 3384 2.811685
24 7104 2.790517
30 12,840 2.781468
36 21,024 2.777555
42 32,088 2.776125
48 46,464 2.775995
54 64,584 2.776577
60 86,880 2.777559
66 113,784 2.778763
72 145,728 2.780085
78 183,144 2.781464
84 226,464 2.782860
90 276,120 2.784249
96 332,544 2.785617
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Let us introduce the following more compact notation using four-dimensional index-
ing:
Apm+i;qm+j = A
pq
ij ; : : : ; Zqm+k;pm+j = Z
qp
kj :
The main part of the algorithm described by (9)–(12) can be implemented as shown
by the following pseudo-code:
Step 1:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m :
Cpqmi := 0, C
pq
im := 0, W
pq
mi := 0, W
pq
im := 0, Z
pq
mi := 0, Z
pq
im := 0
end do
end do
Step 2:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1; r=0; 1:
do i=1; : : : ; m; j=1; : : : ; m :
if (i¡m or j¡m) C00mm :=A
pq
ij Y
rp
ij
if (i¡m and j¡m) then
if (p=0) then
Wrqji :=C
00
mm
else
Wrqji := − (−1)q+rm(Wrqji + C00mm)
end if
end if
if (i¡m) Cprim :=C
pr
im + C
00
mm
if (j¡m) Cqpmj :=C
qp
mj + (−1)p+rC00mm
end do
do j=1; : : : ; m; k =1; : : : ; m :
if (j¡m or k¡m) C00mm :=U
rp
jk B
qr
jk
if (j¡m and k¡m) then
if (r=0) then
Z qpkj :=C
00
mm
else
Z qpkj := − (−1)p+qm(Z qpkj + C00mm)
end if
end if
if (j¡m) Wrqjm :=W
rq
jm + C
00
mm
if (k¡m) Wprmk :=W
pr
mk + (−1)q+rC00mm
end do
do k =1; : : : ; m; i=1; : : : ; m :
if (i¡m or k¡m) C00mm :=X
qr
ki V
pq
ki
if (i¡m and k¡m) then
if (q=0) then
Cprik :=C
00
mm
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else
Cprik := − (−1)q+rm(Cprik + C00mm)
end if
end if
if (k¡m) Z qpkm :=Z
qp
km + C
00
mm
if (i¡m) Zrqmi :=Z
rq
mi + (−1)p+qC00mm
end do
end do
Step 3:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1; r=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m; j=1; : : : ; m; k =1; : : : ; m :
if ((i¡m; j¡m) or (j¡m; k¡m) or (k¡m; i¡m)) then
C01mm := (−1)rApqij + (−1)qU rpjk + (−1)pX qrki
C10mm :=B
qr
jk + V
pq
ki + Y
rp
ij
C00mm :=C
01
mmC
10
mm
end if
if (i¡m and k¡m) Cprik :=C
pr
ik + (−1)rC00mm
if (i¡m and j¡m) Wrqji :=W
rq
ji + (−1)qC00mm
if (j¡m and k¡m) Z qpkj :=Z
qp
kj + (−1)pC00mm
end do
end do
Step 4:
do p=0; 1; r=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m− 1; k =1; : : : ; m− 1 :
Cprik :=C
pr
ik − Cprim −Wprmk
end do
end do
do q=0; 1; r=0; 1 :
do j=1; : : : ; m− 1; i=1; : : : ; m− 1 :
Wrqji :=W
rq
ji −Wrqjm − Zrqmi
end do
end do
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1 :
do k =1; : : : ; m− 1; j=1; : : : ; m− 1 :
Z qpkj :=Z
qp
kj − Z qpkm − Cqpmj
end do
end do
We use the bordering rows of the resulting matrices Cpr;W rq; Z qp as temporary vari-
ables for the accumulation of appropriate sums. The symbol ‘ := ’ denotes in-place
updating, so our symbols Cprik ; W
rq
ji ; Z
qp
kj indicate certain storage areas rather than alge-
braic terms. Obviously, the required memory does not exceed the amount of bordering
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introduced for all the input and output matrices. We choose n=2m−2 of the order of
tens, so this typically comprises only a moderate fraction (not larger than (4n+4)=n2)
of the total input data volume.
We have not commented above on the grouping of matrix products into triples as
implied by the recursion. However, for matrix sizes not larger than 10,000, the one-level
scheme appears to be most e1cient, at least for many modern RISC computers (see
Sections 4 and 5). In this case, no grouping by triples is required, whereas grouping
of pairs should be done if the 2-procedure instead of the standard MM is used at the
inner level; the latter choice seems to be good for very large matrix sizes.
3.5. Scalar multiplications and additions: exact operation count
To show that the algorithm is practically competitive, e.g., with the ones presented
in [18,19,25], we should estimate the actual number of linear operations.
The number of “linear operations” (i.e., matrix additions, subtractions, and multipli-
cations by scalars m−1 or m required for performing (3) or computing the correction
terms in (8)–(10), respectively) can be estimated as follows:
• Steps (3)–(8) take 12(5m2 − 13m+ 8) operations applied to input-type blocks.
• Step (9) involves 32(m3 − 3m+ 2) operations applied to input-type blocks.
• Steps (10)–(12) can be performed in 24(m3 + 2m2 − 6m+ 3) operations applied to
output-type blocks.
Substituting 2m= n+ 2, one obtains the estimates
1(n) = 4n3 + 39n2 − 18n
and
2(n) = 3n3 + 30n2 + 12n
for linear operations performed on the input-type and the output-type blocks, respec-
tively. In Section 3.7, the above formulas are used as the basis for the operation count
for a regular level of recursion in the above algorithm.
3.6. An algorithm for a single matrix product
The above procedure can be applied to multiply a single pair of N ×N matrices
with scalar coe1cients quite similar to the approach of Subsection 2.2 (cf. [18]).
Consider the product H =FG of two square N ×N matrices. Let N be an integer
multiple of 3. Split the columns of F and the rows of G into three equal blocks each,
that is,
F = [A X U ]; G =

 BY
V

 ;
where A; X; U and B; Y; V have the sizes N ×N=3 and N=3×N , respectively. Then, by
computing
C = AB; Z = XY; W = UV;
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one obtains the required product as
H = C + Z +W;
and the problem is thus reduced to a triple of disjoint matrix multiplications, followed
by a pair of N ×N matrix additions.
We keep working memory as small as in Section 3.4, by accumulating all three
products simultaneously in the course of calculations. Indeed, as one can see from the
pseudo-code below, after adding the bordering block rows and columns to the input
and output matrices, all the subsequent computations can be performed in-place again.
Write as above
Fpm+i;qm+j = F
pq
ij ; Gqm+j;rm+k = G
pq
ij ; Hpm+i;rm+k = H
qp
kj ;
and summarize the main part of the algorithm (performed after completing the border-
ing) as follows:
Step 1:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m; j=1; : : : ; m :
Hpqij := 0
end do
end do
Step 2:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1; r=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m; j=1; : : : ; m :
if (i¡m or j¡m) H 00mm :=F
pq
ij G
rp
2m+i; j
if (i¡m and j¡m) Hrqji :=H
rq
ji − (−1)q+rH 00mm
if (i¡m) Hprim :=H
pr
im + H
00
mm
if (j¡m) H qpmj :=H
qp
mj + (−1)p+rH 00mm
end do
do j=1; : : : ; m; k =1; : : : ; m :
if (j¡m or k¡m) H 00mm :=F
rp
j;m+kG
qr
jk
if (j¡m and k¡m) H qpkj :=H
qp
kj − (−1)p+qH 00mm
if (j¡m) Hrqjm :=H
rq
jm + H
00
mm
if (k¡m) Hprmk :=H
pr
mk + (−1)q+rH 00mm
end do
do k =1; : : : ; m; i=1; : : : ; m :
if (i¡m or k¡m) H 00mm :=F
qr
k;2m+iG
pq
m+k; i
if (i¡m and k¡m) Hprik :=H
pr
ik − (−1)q+rH 00mm
if (k¡m) H qpkm :=H
qp
km + H
00
mm
if (i¡m) Hrqmi :=H
rq
mi + (−1)p+qH 00mm
end do
end do
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Step 3:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m− 1; j=1; : : : ; m− 1 :
Hpqij :=mH
pq
ij
end do
end do
Step 4:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1; r=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m; j=1; : : : ; m; k =1; : : : ; m :
if ((i¡m; j¡m) or (j¡m; k¡m) or (k¡m; i¡m)) then
H 01mm := (−1)rFpqij + (−1)qF rpj;m+k + (−1)pFqrk;2m+i
H 10mm :=G
qr
jk + G
pq
m+k; i + G
rp
2m+i; j
H 00mm :=H
01
mmH
10
mm
end if
if (i¡m and k¡m) Hprik :=H
pr
ik + (−1)rH 00mm
if (i¡m and j¡m) Hrqji :=H
rq
ji + (−1)qH 00mm
if (j¡m and k¡m) H qpkj :=H
qp
kj + (−1)pH 00mm
end do
end do
Step 5:
do p=0; 1; q=0; 1 :
do i=1; : : : ; m− 1; j=1; : : : ; m− 1 :
Hpqij :=H
pq
ij − Hpqim − Hpqmj
end do
end do
Fortunately, the algorithm for a single MM appears to be even more compact than the
generic Three Disjoint Product procedure. Here we use 4m2 redundant additions due
to the simplistic initialization at Step 1 above, but we save many scalar multiplications
by m, performing them just once at Step 3.
The latter algorithm actually presents a procedure for multiplying n× 3n matrix F
by 3n× n matrix G and requires (n)= n2+12n+24 bilinear multiplications (the same
as above) and
˜1(n) = 4n3 + 39n2 − 18n
and
˜2(n) = 3n3 + 27n2 + 9n
linear operations performed on input-type and output-type blocks, respectively. The
above formulas are used in the next section to estimate the complexity for the starting
level of recursion in the PK3 algorithm.
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Note that in the above algorithm, the preprocessing stage of Section 3 is made
separately for every n× n block, a triple of which composes F or G.
Similar to Section 3.4, the working memory volume for the above procedure is
bounded by the total amount of the bordering blocks introduced at the preprocessing
stage, i.e. ((n+2)2− n2)=n2 = (4n+4)=n2 times the memory occupied by A; B, and C.
When the recursive base n algorithm is applied (see the next subsection), the above
quantity should be multiplied by 1 + n−2 + · · ·+ n−2k+2 6 n2=(n2 − 1).
For instance, in the case of multiplying N ×N matrices (C =A · B, N = nkl), the
working memory volume for the PK3 method is estimated as
WPK3 6
12
n− 1 N
2
while the Winograd method requires [12]
WSW ≈ 23 N 2
workspace. If one takes, e.g., n=48, then the workspace for Winograd method appears
to be more than 2.6 times larger than that required in the PK3 method.
3.7. Recursive algorithm and its best-case performance
Let the (block) sizes of all these matrices be n× n. This corresponds to the assump-
tion that N = nkl, where n=6k (as was assumed earlier) and l is an integer multiple
of 3, so each of matrices A; X; U and B; Y; V is partitioned as a square n× n block
matrix composed of l× l=3 and l=3× l submatrices, respectively (l=N=n).
Hence, the above recursion scheme readily applies. Noting that the recursive 3-
Procedure and the corresponding PK3 method for square matrix multiplication diLer
only in their initialization stage, one can formally write
TPK3(N ) = −3n+ 3n N
2 + T3(N ):
The input-type and output-type linear operations take (N=n)2=3 and (N=n)2 6ops, re-
spectively, so the 3-Procedure (i.e., three disjoint products of N ×N=3 by N=3×N
matrices) uses
T3(N ) =
(
1(n)
3
+ 2(n)
)
N 2=n2 +
(n)
3
T3(N=n)
=
13n3 + 129n2 + 18n
3
N 2=n2 +
n3 + 12n2 + 24n
3
T3(N=n)
6ops, and
T3(l) = 2l3 − 3l2; lN:
Applying now the FMM recursion Lemma, one obtains
T3(N ) =
(
2l3−! +
10n2 + 102n− 54
n2 + 9n+ 24
l2−!
)
N! − 13n
2 + 129n+ 18
n2 + 9n+ 24
N 2;
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and therefore,
TPK3(N ) =
(
2l3−!+
10n2 +102n− 54
n2 +9n+24
l2−!
)
N!− 16n
3 +159n2 +117n+72
n3 +9n2 +24n
N 2;
where
! =
log
(
n3
3
+ 4n2 + 8n
)
log n
:
To minimize !, set n=48 to obtain
TPK3(N ) =
(
2l3−! +
4647
460
l2−!
)
N! − 29743
1840
N 2:
With optimum l=18, this yields
TPK3(N )6 4:894N 2:7760 − 16:165N 2:
With respect to the total operations count, the above PK3 algorithm is quite competitive
with Strassen’s, for which
TS(N )  3:895N 2:80736 − 6N 2;
and even with Winograd’s one, which has
TSW(N )  3:732N 2:80736 − 5N 2:
By the reasons quoted above in Remark 1, we would refrain from a direct comparison
of Strassen-type methods and the PK3 algorithm based on the above best-case operation
counts. With respect to the running time, the actual cross-over points for these methods
will mostly depend on implementation details and computational platform rather than on
their operation counts. (Of course, for su1ciently large values of N the PK3 algorithm
will always run faster due to its smaller exponent !=2:7760.)
For certain regular (but “non-optimal”) matrix sizes N and cut-oL parameters l, one
can -nd the values of TSW(N ) and TPK31(N ), e.g., in Table 5 below, see Section 5.
3.8. Cross-over point between PK and SW algorithms
It appears that the total operation count for FMM algorithms based on 2- and 3-
procedures is comparable with that of the Winograd algorithm for square matrices of
the order 500¡N¡4640. For larger orders, the new algorithms are slightly better, at
least for 46416N¡200; 000 with just a few marginal exceptions near N =33; 000.
The numerical comparison was performed as follows. For an arbitrary N , the oper-
ation count for the Winograd algorithm was estimated as
TSW(N ) = min(T
stat padd
SW ; T
dyn padd
SW ; T
stat peel
SW ; T
dyn peel
SW );
where
• stat padd denotes the odd-size -x-up by “static padding”, i.e., by embedding the
original N ×N matrices into matrices of the (generally larger) size N+ =2kl with
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subsequent application of the Winograd algorithm. This approach was historically
the -rst [25]. In our calculations, the values of k and l delivering the minimum total
operation count were obtained through the exhaustive search.
• dyn padd denotes the odd-size -x-up by “dynamic padding”, i.e., at each recursive
step one increases, if necessary, the matrix size only by one to make it even. Then
the Winograd recursion is applied, and the recursion stops when the operation count
attains its minimum. The method of row=column duplication [12] is described in a
diLerent way but yields the same operation count.
• stat peel denotes the odd-size -x-up by “static peeling”, i.e., splitting the original
N ×N matrices into 2× 2 block form with the upper left block of the size N1 = 2kl
and subsequent application of the Winograd algorithm for the multiplication of such
blocks. The rest of the calculations involving rectangular blocks is performed using
the standard MM algorithm. The values of k and l delivering the minimum total
operation count were obtained through the exhaustive search.
• dyn peel denotes the odd-size -x-up by “dynamic peeling”, i.e., at each recursive
step one splits, if necessary, the matrix into 2× 2 block form with 1× 1 right
lower blocks to make the size N − 1 of the left upper block even. Then the Wino-
grad recursion is applied for left upper blocks, while the arising matrix-vector and
vector-vector operations are performed by the standard algorithm. The recursion stops
when the operation count attains its minimum.
While static peeling appears to be always worse than dynamic peeling, there is no clear
loser among the remaining three algorithms. On the average, dynamic peeling requires
(up to 20%) smaller number of operations than padding algorithms in ≈ 85% cases.
The operation count for the PK2=PK3 algorithm was estimated as
TPK(N ) = min(T
stat padd
PK22 ; T
stat peel
PK22 ; T
stat padd
PK31=21 ; T
stat peel
PK31=21 ; T
stat padd
PK32 ; T
stat peel
PK32 );
where
• stat padd and stat peel denote the same approaches to the odd-size -x-up as above
but with the regular problem size N = nml instead of N =2kl.
• PK22 denotes the two-level MM algorithm which uses the algorithms of Sections 2.2,
2.1, and the standard procedure at its outer, middle, and inner recursion levels,
respectively. The total operation count for the regular case N = nml, with n and l
even, is
TPK22(nml) =
3n2 + 8n− 6
n
N 2 +
n2 + 3n− 1
n
×
(
m2 + 2m− 2
m
N 2 +
m+ 3
2mn
N 3
)
:
• PK31=21 denotes the two-level MM algorithm which uses the algorithms of
Sections 3.6, 2.1, and the standard procedure at its outer, middle, and inner re-
cursion levels, respectively. The total operation count for the regular case N = nml,
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with n even and l divisible by 3, is
TPK31=21(nml) =
13n2 + 120n+ 9
3n
N 2 +
n2 + 12n+ 24
n
×
(
5m2 + 9m− 10
6m
N 2 +
m+ 3
2mn
N 3
)
:
• PK32 denotes the two-level MM algorithm which uses the algorithms of Sections 3.6,
3.4, and the standard procedure at its outer, middle, and inner recursion levels,
respectively. The total operation count for the regular case N = nml, with n divisible
by 6, m even, and l divisible by 3, is
TPK32(nml) =
13n2 + 120n+ 9
3n
N 2 +
n2 + 12n+ 24
3n
×
(
12m2 + 117m− 6
3m
N 2 +
m2 + 12m+ 24
3m2n
N 3
)
:
In the above algorithms, the values of n, m and l for which the total operation count
is minimum were obtained through the exhaustive search.
The values of Nbeg; Nend and
K = |{N : Nbeg 6 N 6 Nend ; TSW=TPK ¿ 1}|;
Rmin = min
Nbeg6N6Nend
TSW=TPK ; Rmax = max
Nbeg6N6Nend
TSW=TPK
are given in Table 3. These data con-rm that the new algorithms are quite competitive
with Winograd algorithm with respect to the total operation count. Of course, the above
two-level algorithms are e1cient only for limited values of N . For instance, the obvious
PK32=31 or PK33 three-level procedures should be tried as N approaches 200,000.
Remark 6. The multiplicative constant in TPK3(N ) becomes somewhat smaller than
4.894 when the algorithm of Section 2.1 is employed instead of the standard MM at
the lowest level l.
The one-level procedures PK21 and PK31 can be readily implemented in codes
running at high M6ops rate in the range 10006N610; 000, which may not be the case
for the above described two-level procedures. This explains the choice of algorithms
for numerical testing in Section 5.
3.9. Estimating numerical stability of the 3-Procedure
As we show in Section 5, the presented matrix multiplication algorithm (similar
to the one in [18]) demonstrates very good numerical stability due to the structural
advantage given by the “long base” recursions. This is an essential property of the
algorithms based on the schemes in [19,20,21], whereas the Strassen type algorithms use
“base two” recursions and therefore are much less numerically stable. The techniques
for the estimation of stability of MM algorithms can be found in [10,13,14]. The
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Table 3
The ratio R= TSW(N )=TPK(N )
Nbeg Nend K Rmin Rmax
500 999 1 0.905 1.003
1000 1999 24 0.941 1.012
2000 2999 131 0.943 1.022
3000 3999 822 0.975 1.051
4000 4999 976 0.991 1.056
5000 5999 1000 1.008 1.067
6000 6999 1000 1.013 1.086
7000 7999 1000 1.024 1.078
8000 8999 1000 1.021 1.078
9000 9999 1000 1.021 1.083
10,000 14,999 5000 1.018 1.088
15,000 19,999 5000 1.018 1.076
20,000 24,999 5000 1.015 1.065
25,000 29,999 5000 1.003 1.062
30,000 31,999 2000 1.006 1.064
32,000 32,999 989 0.999 1.044
33,000 34,999 2000 1.006 1.059
35,000 39,999 5000 1.006 1.066
40,000 49,999 10,000 1.006 1.074
50,000 59,999 10,000 1.017 1.091
60,000 69,999 10,000 1.023 1.084
70,000 79,999 10,000 1.015 1.081
80,000 89,999 10,000 1.025 1.079
90,000 99,999 10,000 1.028 1.082
100,000 109,999 10,000 1.037 1.084
110,000 119,999 10,000 1.022 1.085
120,000 129,999 10,000 1.028 1.075
130,000 139,999 10,000 1.015 1.069
140,000 159,999 20,000 1.015 1.066
160,000 199,999 40,000 1.012 1.063
general approach to theoretical estimation of the error growth factor for the 6oating-
point implementation of such algorithms can be found in [6], where the whole class
of Strassen-like algorithms was analyzed.
Using the standard techniques [6,13,14] for estimating the numerical error growth for
the 3-Procedure, one can obtain the following result (somewhat similar to that presented
for the 2-Procedure in [18]). If we denote by 7 the machine tolerance (usually near
10−15 and 10−7 in double and single precision, respectively) and use the matrix norm
‖S‖ = max
i;j
|(S)i;j|;
then the error in the 6oating point implementation of the 3-Procedure applied to a triple
of N ×N=3 by N=3×N products C0 =A0B0, W 0 =U 0V 0, Z0 =X 0Y 0 with N = nk−1l,
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l6n, and n¿6, satis-es the bound
‖fl([C0|W 0|Z0])− [C0|W 0|Z0]‖
6 O
(
N
log(3n2+24n−52)
log n
)
7‖[A0|U 0|X 0]‖ ‖[B0|V 0|Y 0]‖+O(72):
Here and hereafter, [C0|W 0|Z0] denotes the N ×N matrix having 1× 3 block structure,
etc. The sketch of the proof is as follows. (We are trying to be as close as possible
to the analysis of Strassen’s algorithm in [13,14].) The 6oating point model of scalar
additions=subtractions and multiplications is
fl(a± b) = a(1 + )± b(1 + *);
fl(ab) = ab(1 + +);
where ||; |*|; |+|67. Hereafter, we will use the notation
9(S) = fl(S)− S:
Together with the simple estimate ‖9(S1 + S2)‖627‖[S1|S2]‖, we use its general form∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣9
(
J∑
i=1
Si
)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣6 J 2 + J − 22 7‖[S1| : : : |SJ ]‖+O(72);
valid for arbitrary matrices S1; : : : ; SJ , as well as the error bound for the standard
algorithm applied to the product ST of a I × J matrix P by a J ×K matrix Q:
‖9(PQ)‖6 J
2 + 3J − 2
2
7‖P‖ ‖Q‖+O(72):
The latter, taken with I =K = l, J = l=3, yields
‖9([A0B0|U 0V 0|X 0Y 0])‖6 ’(l)7<L<R +O(72);
where
<L = ‖[A0|U 0|X 0]‖; <R = ‖[B0|V 0|Y 0]‖
and
’(l) = (l2 + 9l− 18)=186 l2=9; l¿ 6;
which can be used as the induction basis.
The inductive hypothesis of the same form (and with ’(l) replaced by ’(N )) is
then proved for one recursive step of the algorithm (as speci-ed in Section 3.4 above)
with
’(N )6 c1’(N=n) + c2n2N;
where (under the condition n¿6) c1 = 3n2 + 24n− 52 and c2¿0 is a certain absolute
constant.
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The proof is quite similar to [13,14]. Note that the main input in the bound comes
from the preprocessing procedure (3)–(8) which maps A0 to A, B0 to B, etc. Indeed, for
all blocks of left and right multiplicands one has, for example (recall that n+2=2m),
‖Apqij ‖6 ((2n− 2)=(n+ 2))<L; i ¡ m; j ¡ m;
‖Apqij ‖6 (n=(n+ 2))<L; i ¡ m; j = m;
‖Apqij ‖6 ((n− 1)n=(n+ 2))<L; i = m; j ¡ m
and
‖Bpqij ‖6 <R; i ¡ m; j ¡ m;
‖Bpqij ‖6 (n=2)<R; i ¡ m; j = m; or i = m; j ¡ m;
respectively (and the same for the blocks of U; V and X; Y ). In order to estimate
the value of c1, it su1ces to assume that no numerical errors are introduced by the
scalar matrix operations at the recursion level, and to make only an account for the
multiplication errors, for instance,
‖9(X qrki V pqki )‖6 ’(N=n)7
2n− 2
n+ 2
<L<R; i ¡ m; k ¡ m;
‖9(Apqim Y rpim )‖6 ’(N=n)7
n
n+ 2
<L
n
2
<R; i ¡ m;
‖9(UrpmkBqrmk)‖6 ’(N=n)7
(n− 1)n
n+ 2
<L
n
2
<R; k ¡ m;
etc. This results in
‖9((AB)prik )‖6
∑
q=0;1;j¡m
‖9(Mpqrijk )‖+
∑
q=0;1
‖9(Mpqrimk )‖+ m
∑
q=0;1
‖9(X qrki V pqki )‖
+
∑
q=0;1;j¡m
‖9(Apqim Y rpim )‖+
∑
q=0;1
‖9(Apqim Y rpim )‖
+
∑
q=0;1;j¡m
‖9(UrpmkBqrmk)‖+
∑
q=0;1
‖9(UrpmkBqrmk)‖
6’(N=n)7
n3 + 12n2 − 9n− 2
n+ 2
<L<R
with the same estimate for the blocks of UV and XY . Hence, the value for c1 readily
follows. Similarly, assuming that ’(N=n)= 0 but all the blocks additions and multipli-
cations by m produce 6oating-point errors, one can estimate the constant c2. However,
the latter does not aLect the error growth asymptotics and therefore the related details
are omitted here.
In view of l6n and the formula for ’(l), one can show that the above recurrence
yields
’(N ) = O
(
N
log(3n2+24n−52)
log n
)
;
which easily yields the required error estimate.
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The obtained error growth estimate is O(N 2) for any -xed k, e.g., for k =2 which
corresponds to the one-level PK31 algorithm discussed later in Sections 4 and 5. Hence,
the error growth is asymptotically the same as that of the standard MM method.
Even with the “optimum” n=48, one gets the error growth only O(N 2:322), which
should be compared to a rather disappointing estimates O(N 3:585) and O(N 4:170) for the
Strassen and Winograd algorithms, respectively (valid for -xed size of the innermost
matrix multiplications, see [6,13]). The numerical tests given below clearly con-rm this
theoretical comparison of stability between the Strassen-type algorithms and the
new ones.
4. One-level algorithms for medium-size matrices
As follows from consideration regarding the performance of modern RISC computers,
it appears that when the matrix size is not too large, say n¡10; 000, it makes sense
to perform only one step of the recursion, and then switch to the standard algorithm.
Otherwise, a large number of small subproblems of matrix addition=subtraction and
multiplication arises, and they cannot be processed at high M6ops rates.
Hence, to multiply two not too large N ×N matrices, N = nl, it is enough to apply
the procedure of the preceding section for m=(n+2)=2 with all block multiplications
being l× l=3 by l=3× l ones and performed, e.g., by a properly tuned standard MM
routine, e.g. DMR code [4,11].
The one-level PK21 algorithm was already outlined in Section 2.3. We now consider
the PK31 algorithm, where the triple disjoint product procedure is applied once, and
then switch is made to the standard MM. If the nearly optimum (from the viewpoint of
Section 3.3) values of n≈ 50 are used, then 406l6200, which is rather advantageous
for attaining a su1ciently high performance for MM of sizes 2000 to 10; 000 on RISC
computers. Next, we present an analysis showing the optimum n which minimizes the
total operation count for the two-level method.
As follows from the discussion presented in Section 3.7,
TPK31(N ) =
13n2 + 120n+ 9
3n
N 2 + (n3 + 12n2 + 24n)
(
N
n
)2(
2
N
3n
− 1
)
=
(
2
3
+
8
n
+
16
n2
)
N 3 +
(
10
3
n+ 28− 21
n
)
N 2
for N = nl. The minimizer of the latter expression is
n∗ ≈
√
2:4N;
and the corresponding operation count is given by
T ∗PK31(N ) ≈ 23 N 3 + 10:33N 5=2 + O(N 2):
This minimum is attained at
l∗ ≈
√
5
12 N;
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which satis-es 326l662 for 2000¡N¡10; 000. Such bounds on l seem rather sat-
isfactory for attaining good M6ops performance. Note also that T as the function in l
is very 6at to the right of l∗, so using somewhat larger l would only slightly increase
the operation count while may considerably improve the M6ops rate for the standard
MM routine at the inner level. Also, using larger values of l is necessary to adjust the
algorithm to odd-sized and rectangular input matrices by padding them with zeros, see
the next section.
The latter operation count should be compared with related to that in Section 2.3,
T ∗PK2(N ) = N
3 + 4:45N 5=2 + O(N 2):
The latter bound is clearly inferior for su1ciently large values of N . However, the
advantage of PK21 algorithm is that it tends to have larger optimum cut-oL level
l∗≈
√
2
3 N , and therefore, may deliver better M6ops performance.
It should be noted that for realistic cut-oL sizes l and limited values of N , say,
500¡N¡18; 000, these simple procedures appear to be quite competitive even in op-
eration count with the Strassen-type algorithms. This is demonstrated in the next sec-
tion, where the operation count of the above mentioned methods is estimated for an
arbitrary value of N .
4.1. The comparison of performance for odd-sized matrices
Consider the case where N is an arbitrary number. Both algorithms of the preceding
section can be employed using the bordering technique (also called static padding) as
described above in Section 3.8. For Winograd’s algorithm we -nd some N+ such that
N6N+ =2kl, for which the operation count TSW(N+) is minimum. Similarly, for the
one-level algorithm we use N+ such that N6N+ = nl (with n even and l an integer
multiple of 3) for which TPK31(N+) is minimum. To this end, the estimated total
number of operations is
TSW(2kl) = (2l3 + 4l2)7k − 5l24k
and
TPK31(nl) = ((2n2 + 24n+ 48)l+ 10n2 + 84n− 63)nl2=3:
Then the original matrices were augmented with N+ − N zero rows and columns, and
the above described procedures applied. The results shown in Fig. 1 (where we give the
ratio T (N )=N 2 versus N ) con-rm our best expectations. Indeed, for all medium-large
matrices (1500¡N¡18; 000), the one-level PK31 algorithm requires clearly smaller
number of operations, provided that the cut-oL size satis-es l¿72.
A similar comparison can be done between the SW algorithm and PK21 (the one-
level 2-Procedure, see Section 2.3 above), for which
TPK21(nl) = ((n2 + 3n− 1)l+ 2n2 + 5n− 5)nl2
under the same restriction l¿72. In this case, one can observe that PK21 has (on
average) a better operation count for all matrix sizes in the range 5006N62300.
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Fig. 1. Standard, Strassen–Winograd, and PK31 operation counts (cut-oL bounded: l¿72).
Note that for N¿18; 000 one can switch to 2-level algorithms, e.g. PK22, see [18], or
2-level designs for 3-Procedure.
Recall that imposing a lower bound on the cut-oL size l (say, near 72, or even more,
as in our numerical experiments) is necessary for attaining a satisfactory M6ops rate
on RISC computers.
Remark 7. The peeling techniques described earlier in Section 3.8 can also be used
to perform the above comparison. In this case, one can expect somewhat smaller (on
average) operation counts; however, the less regular structure of the arising algorithms
may deteriorate their M6ops performance.
4.2. Adjustment of fast algorithms for rectangular MM
We mainly follow the bordering techniques outlined in [17,26]. Assume that we
are multiplying N ×K matrix A by K ×M matrix B. The design can rely on us-
ing either Strassen-type algorithm for n× n by n× n MM with n=2k , k¿1, or a
2-Procedure related algorithm for n× 2n by 2n× n MM with n¿4, or a 3-Procedure
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Table 4
MM on Pentium III server: double precision
Size Method Total ops. Time (s) M6ops Err Rel.mem.
1152 DGEMM 0.306+10 29.83 102.5 6.77-14 0.0000
1152 DMR 0.306+10 8.57 356.6 8.81-15 0.0031
1152 SW(18) 0.152+10 8.28 183.6 8.30-11 0.6700
1152 SW(36) 0.165+10 7.58 217.7 1.93-11 0.6700
1152 SW(72) 0.184+10 7.66 240.2 4.41-12 0.6700
1152 SW(144) 0.207+10 7.27 284.7 8.82-13 0.6700
1152 SW(288) 0.235+10 7.15 328.7 1.81-13 0.6700
1152 PK21(72) 0.186+10 7.21 258.6 2.27-13 0.2747
1152 PK31(72) 0.198+10 8.99 220.8 8.44-14 0.8260
2304 DGEMM 0.245+11 238.03 102.7 1.72-13 0.0000
2304 DMR 0.245+11 70.12 349.4 1.76-14 0.0008
2304 SW(18) 0.106+11 56.68 187.0 6.91-10 0.6700
2304 SW(36) 0.116+11 51.25 226.3 1.40-10 0.6700
2304 SW(72) 0.129+11 51.26 251.6 3.58-11 0.6700
2304 SW(144) 0.145+11 50.08 289.5 7.78-12 0.6700
2304 SW(288) 0.165+11 49.66 332.3 1.41-12 0.6700
2304 PK21(144) 0.147+11 54.16 271.8 3.27-13 0.2562
2304 PK31(96) 0.131+11 58.46 224.6 1.96-13 0.5281
4608 DGEMM 0.196+12 1911.80 102.3 3.58-13 0.0000
4608 DMR 0.196+12 553.79 353.9 4.60-14 0.0002
4608 SW(18) 0.746+11 386.24 193.1 4.47-09 0.6700
4608 SW(36) 0.810+11 357.49 226.6 1.10-09 0.6700
4608 SW(72) 0.902+11 361.32 249.6 2.25-10 0.6700
4608 SW(144) 0.102+12 334.53 304.9 5.17-11 0.6700
4608 SW(288) 0.115+12 364.77 315.3 1.05-11 0.6700
4608 PK21(144) 0.108+12 408.33 264.5 1.08-12 0.1265
4608 PK31(144) 0.941+11 363.38 259.0 4.72-13 0.3885
related algorithm for n× 3n by 3n× n MM with n=2k, k¿4. For simplicity, let us
consider the case when the n× 2n by 2n× n algorithm of Section 2.2 is used.
Assuming that n is considerably smaller than min(N; K;M), represent the matrix sizes
as
N = nlN − rN ; 06 rN ¡ n;
K = 2nlK − rK ; 06 rK ¡ 2n;
M = nlM − rM ; 06 rM ¡ n:
Then we set
N+ = nlN ; K+ = 2nlK ; M+ = nlM ;
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Table 5
MM on Pentium III server: single precision
Size Method Total ops. Time (s) M6ops Err Rel.mem.
2304 SGEMM 0.245+11 221.42 110.5 7.76-05 0.0000
2304 DMR 0.245+11 59.81 408.9 1.06-05 0.0008
2304 SW(18) 0.106+11 42.83 250.1 3.45-01 0.6700
2304 SW(36) 0.116+11 39.25 294.5 6.50-02 0.6700
2304 SW(72) 0.129+11 39.44 326.3 1.68-02 0.6700
2304 SW(144) 0.145+11 40.50 358.3 3.90-03 0.6700
2304 SW(288) 0.165+11 43.36 379.9 7.67-04 0.6700
2304 PK21(144) 0.147+11 45.15 326.0 1.45-04 0.2562
2304 PK31(96) 0.131+11 46.45 282.8 1.40-04 0.5281
4608 SGEMM 0.196+12 1741.96 112.3 1.83-04 0.0000
4608 DMR 0.196+12 472.87 413.8 2.87-05 0.0002
4608 SW(18) 0.746+11 306.16 244.6 2.72+00 0.6700
4608 SW(36) 0.810+11 281.43 287.4 5.64-01 0.6700
4608 SW(72) 0.902+11 283.74 317.7 1.26-01 0.6700
4608 SW(144) 0.102+12 292.15 348.0 2.46-02 0.6700
4608 SW(288) 0.115+12 306.75 376.2 5.15-03 0.6700
4608 PK21(144) 0.108+12 336.52 322.4 4.73-04 0.1265
4608 PK31(144) 0.941+11 308.71 304.9 2.51-04 0.3885
6912 SGEMM 0.660+12 5873.83 112.4 1.71-04 0.0000
6912 DMR 0.660+12 1607.36 410.9 8.57-05 0.0001
6912 SW(27) 0.231+12 915.67 252.5 3.05+00 0.6700
6912 SW(54) 0.268+12 844.40 317.4 6.23-01 0.6700
6912 SW(108) 0.302+12 877.34 343.8 1.42-01 0.6700
6912 SW(216) 0.342+12 933.15 366.1 2.77-02 0.6700
6912 PK21(192) 0.361+12 1075.20 336.1 8.70-04 0.1118
6912 PK31(144) 0.286+12 950.61 300.9 4.73-04 0.2560
and note that
lN ¡
N
n
+ 1; lK ¡
K
2n
+ 1; lM ¡
M
n
+ 1:
Next, we augment the matrix A by N+−N null rows and K+−K null columns to obtain
N+×K+ matrix A+, and augment the matrix B by K+ − K null rows and M+ − M
null columns to obtain K+×M+ matrix B+. Finally, we multiply these matrices using
the algorithm of Section 2.2 to obtain C+ =A+B+, and return the -rst N rows and M
columns of C+ as the required product C.
Since all the blocks of so constructed matrix A+ and B+ are of the size lN × lK and
lK × lM , respectively, we have the following estimate (cf. Section 2.2):
TPK21(N; K;M ; n)
=
˜1(n)
2
lN lK +
˜1(n)
2
lKlM + ˜1(n)lN lM + ˜(n)lN lM (2lK − 1)
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Table 6
MM on SUN workstation: single precision
Size Method Total ops. Time (s) M6ops Err Rel.mem.
2304 SGEMM 0.245+11 455.08 53.7 7.68-05 0.0000
2304 DMR 0.245+11 112.01 218.3 4.77-05 0.0008
2304 SW(36) 0.116+11 86.71 133.3 3.61-01 0.6700
2304 SW(72) 0.129+11 79.11 162.7 1.41-01 0.6700
2304 SW(144) 0.145+11 75.71 191.7 1.97-02 0.6700
2304 SW(216) 0.163+11 77.49 212.6 3.45-03 0.6700
2304 PK21(144) 0.147+11 76.45 192.5 2.14-04 0.2562
2304 PK31(96) 0.131+11 98.58 133.3 1.41-04 0.5281
4608 SGEMM 0.196+12 3647.83 53.6 1.72-04 0.0000
4608 DMR 0.196+12 987.23 198.2 3.81-05 0.0002
4608 SW(36) 0.810+11 639.30 126.5 2.90+00 0.6700
4608 SW(72) 0.902+11 575.50 156.6 1.08+00 0.6700
4608 SW(144) 0.102+12 557.50 182.4 1.49-01 0.6700
4608 SW(216) 0.115+12 548.28 210.5 3.61-02 0.6700
4608 PK21(144) 0.108+12 570.62 190.1 6.63-04 0.1265
4608 PK31(144) 0.941+11 597.62 157.5 2.52-04 0.3886
6912 SGEMM 0.660+12 12332.00 53.5 3.85-04 0.0000
6912 DMR 0.660+12 3143.21 210.1 6.87-05 0.0001
6912 SW(27) 0.231+12 2280.88 101.4 1.87+01 0.6700
6912 SW(54) 0.268+12 1774.05 151.1 6.47+00 0.6700
6912 SW(108) 0.302+12 1646.10 183.2 1.40+00 0.6700
6912 SW(216) 0.342+12 1720.38 198.6 2.46-01 0.6700
6912 PK21(192) 0.361+12 1757.01 205.7 1.11-03 0.1118
6912 PK31(144) 0.286+12 1814.96 157.6 4.73-04 0.2560
¡ (n3 + 3n2 − 2n)
(
N
n
+ 1
)(
K
2n
+ 1
)
+(n3 + 3n2 − 2n)
(
K
2n
+ 1
)(
M
n
+ 1
)
+(2n3 + 5n2 − 4n)
(
N
n
+ 1
)(
M
n
+ 1
)
+(n3 + 3n2 − n)
(
N
n
+ 1
)(
M
n
+ 1
)(
K
n
+ 1
)
=
(
1 +
3
n
− 1
n2
)
NKM +
3n2 + 9n− 4
2n
(NK + KM) +
3n2 + 8n− 5
n
NM
+(4n2 + 11n− 7)(N +M) + (2n2 + 6n− 3)K + 5n3 + 14n2 − 9n
= NKM
(
1 +
3
n
+ 3n
(
1
2M
+
1
2N
+
1
K
))
+O(NK + KM + NM):
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Hence, if min(N; K;M) is large and n is chosen as
n∗ ≈
√
2NKM
NK + KM + 2NM
;
then the operation count is almost by twice smaller than that of the standard algorithm,
2NKM − NM :
TPK21(N; K;M ; n∗)
= NKM
(
1 + 3
√
2
2M
+
2
2N
+
4
K
)
+O(NK + KM + NM):
If N ≈K ≈M , then we still have n=O(N 1=2) and therefore the cut-oL levels are again
O(N 1=2), but with somewhat larger constant, which even gives us some additional
advantage of improving M6ops performance on RISC computers, see the next section.
5. Numerical results
For numerical tests we used a server installed at GC CUNY with two Pentium III
XEON 733MHz processors, 1GB ECC RAM, and 50GB RAID 5 storage. The operating
system is RedHat Linux 7.2; tests were run using single processor. The object code
was compiled using “g77-O3-funroll-loops *.f” command line.
Another set of test runs was performed on a single processor of a multiprocessor
high-performance SUN workstation under UNIX. In this case the codes were compiled
from the command line “f77-O4-native-dalign-fsimple= 1 *.f”.
We used the matrix–matrix multiplication Fortran routine DMR [11] as the lowest-
level procedure for fast matrix multiplication (both in the Strassen–Winograd and the
PK2=PK3 codes), as well as the benchmark code which implements the standard O(N 3)
algorithm. DMR is a public-domain code optimized for the IBM RS6000 architecture
and based on the use of blocked and unrolled matrix–matrix multiplication. The source
code of DMR can be downloaded from the net using “http:==www.netlib.org=blas=dmr”.
We also give a comparison with the “plain” MM routines DGEMM=SGEMM down-
loaded from the same NETLIB=BLAS website. Note that M6ops rates for the latter
codes are almost four times worse than that attained by DMR.
Remark 8. If available, one should also try to use vendor BLAS utilities to implement
the lowest-level matrix multiplications, as well as the matrix additions etc. Another
possibility to choose the building blocks for the fast algorithms is to use the auto-
matically tuned library ATLAS [28], which possess both good portability and high
performance.
The test problem C =AB was chosen with
A = I + uvT; B = I − uvT=(1 + vTu); C = I;
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Fig. 2. MM on Pentium III server in double precision: running time (left) and 6oating-point error (right).
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Fig. 3. MM on Pentium III server in single precision: running time (left) and 6oating-point error (right).
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Fig. 4. MM on SUN workstation in single precision: running time (left) and 6oating-point error (right).
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where the vectors u and v were speci-ed by
ui = 1=(N + 1− i); vi =
√
i; i = 1; : : : ; N:
Therefore, the computational error was measured as
Err = max
i; j
|(fl(C))i; j − >i; j|;
where fl(C) denotes the product computed in the double precision 6oating point arith-
metics and >i; j stands for the Kronecker’s delta.
In Tables 4–6, we display (for several matrix sizes N =2n3m) the total operation
count, CPU time in seconds, performance in mega6ops, 6oating point error as de-ned
above, and the memory volume in 6oat words per N 2. The SW method and our one-
level 2-Procedure and 3-Procedure based methods with the cut-oL level l=2p3q are
denoted here SW(l), PK21(l), l≈ 2:5√N , and PK31(l), l≈ 2√N , respectively. We
have not actually run SGEMM with N =6912 on SUN workstation; extrapolated data
are given instead.
The results show that the new algorithms are quite competitive with the SW algo-
rithm with respect to the total operation count and, at the same time, provide a dramatic
improvement in the precision of the 6oating point result.
Remark 9. An unexpected observation is that the running time of our SW routine
decreases as the total operation count increases. This eLect de-nitely suggests that
local data processing (within CPU=registers=cache) is many times faster than main
core memory addressing. Therefore, the elapsed time depends on the number of main
memory references rather than on the arithmetic operation count (cf. [11]). This also
applies to the PKt1(l) codes, t=2; 3, where numerous l× l=t, l=t× l, and l× l matrix
additions take relatively large fraction of time (running at ≈ 50 M6ops) as compared
to ≈ 3t − 2 times fewer number of l× l=t by l=t× l matrix multiplications (running at
¿350 M6ops).
In Figs. 2–4, some data from these tables are visualized to show the computing
time and the 6oating-point error versus matrix size in log–log scale. The cut-oL size
was chosen l=72 for Strassen–Winograd algorithm, except for the case of N =6912,
where l=54.
In Fig. 5, the ratio of computing times TDMR(N )=TPK1(N ) for Pentium III is shown
for all N =1000; 1001; : : : ; 4000. It is seen that this ratio approaches its limiting value
1=2 as the matrix size increases. Here we used the simple bordering approach described
in Section 4.1.
It can be seen that, despite somewhat lower M6ops rates, the PK2 and, especially,
PK3 methods make it possible to perform matrix multiplication up to 1.7 times faster
even when compared to the one of the fastest available Fortran codes, the DMR routine.
Strassen–Winograd algorithm appears to be somewhat faster than PK21 and PK31
(mainly because of better M6ops performance due to a smaller percentage of matrix
addition calls), but its numerical accuracy level is by several orders of magnitude worse
exactly in the cases when the operation count is minimum.
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Fig. 5. Running time reduction with PK1 compared to DMR on Pentium III: double precision.
Remark 10. With respect to the estimated operation number, it should be noted that
Table 3 in Section 3.8 and Tables 4–6 report on di;erent PK-type methods. This
explains, for instance, why the best operation count for SW is smaller than that of PK
for N =6912. In Table 3, the size N =6912 is treated with the PK31=21 algorithm
(i.e. the two-level scheme with N = nml, n=48, m=12, l=12) which is chosen there
to optimize the operation count. Tables 5 and 6 report the case N =6912 for the
PK31 algorithm (i.e. one-level scheme with N = nl, n=48, l=144), was chosen for
the actual computer implementation to provide a better compromise between operation
count and M6ops rate.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a new class of practically applicable fast matrix multiplication al-
gorithms was described which is quite competitive with the Strassen and Winograd
methods with respect to the total arithmetic costs. At the same time, new algorithms
are considerably more numerically stable, take much less working storage, and have
clear and 6exible structure that make them rather appealing for the implementation on
computers with memory hierarchy and=or parallel processing.
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